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DREAMERS
THE KEEPER
TEASER
FADE IN:
EXT. THE IN-BETWEEN - NIGHT
STATIC. WHITE NOISE. Like an analog TV channel that’s not all
the way tuned in.
It’s the layer of energy between the physical world and the
Dreamscape. For most life forms, a short-term place of quick
escape.
However, for IAN (20s, handsome in an easy rider sort of
way), the Anti-Source and a true origin of evil, it’s his
prison.
Ian sits on the gray floor. Eyes closed. Concentrating.
His body FADES slightly from view.
EXT. MILKY WAY GALAXY - CONTINUOUS
Astroid belts. Stars. Space debris.
Looking closer....
Sun. Mercury. Venus. Earth. Mars. Jupiter. Saturn. Uranus.
Neptune. Pluto.
ATLANTA (V.O.)
Life and death...
EXT. PLUTO - CONTINUOUS
Named after the Roman God of the Underworld.
A mantle of water ices over the rocky surface.
Currently within the twenty year orbiting cycle that places
it within Neptune’s orbit.
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INT. PLUTO - CONTINUOUS
ATLANTA (V.O.)
...Creation and destruction...
Ian’s astral body becomes more dense, but does not turn
solid.
From around Ian, BLACK ENERGY rapidly expands to equal the
POWER of 25 MILLION NUCLEAR WEAPONS detonating
simultaneously.
EXT. PLUTO - CONTINUOUS
Seen from space, the planet rocks with an IMMENSE SHOCKWAVE.
Twenty-nine sextillion tons of dirt and rock hurl into the
atmosphere.
ATLANTA (V.O.)
...Are a delicate balance...
The explosion propels Pluto’s debris into...
EXT. NEPTUNE - CONTINUOUS
The gas giant SLINGSHOTS Pluto’s debris around Uranus.
ATLANTA (V.O.)
...To maintain the existence of -well -- everything.
EXT. CHUNKS OF PLUTO - CONTINUOUS
On a trajectory around the other planets towards Earth.
ATLANTA (V.O.)
The slightest disruption, however
unassuming, can have the most
devastating consequences.
INT. HUBBLE TELESCOPE - CONTINUOUS
Picks up the explosion and the incoming debris. Transmits the
data to...
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EXT. GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER - NIGHT
Main gate on Greenbelt road. White sign with blue letters
that reads: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
Home of the Hubble Telescope’s data and interpretation.
INT. GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER - DATA CENTER - CONTINUOUS
ENGINEERS pour over reports. MONITORS relay data.
In the back corner a well-dressed data analyst, VIGGO TAYLOR
(20s, a handsome Brit) and DR. ZEEK HUMBERT, PhD (30s, a FBI
wannabe)look at the latest data from the Hubble Telescope.
ZEEK
This’ll get her attention.
VIGGO
How long do you think it’ll take?
EXT. WINDING COUNTRY ROAD - VERMONT - NIGHT
Surrounded by TREES on both sides of the road.
A RED SUV drives down the road.
A SHIMMER OF LIGHT. ATLANTA MILES (20’s, a dark-eyed beauty)
dressed in BLUE JEANS, RED SHIRT, SHOES; with a SPARKLE OF
LIGHT on a pendant around her neck, walks out of “thin air”
in to the middle of the road.
Atlanta turns and sees the SUV a split second before it hits
her.
The force throws Atlanta over the vehicle and onto the road.
CUT TO BLACK.
END OF TEASER

